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SIX COUNTRIES DOWN THE RHINE
Two years ago we went on a river cruise on the Rhone from Chalon-sur-Saone to Tariscon
south
of
Avignon
(see
http://www.johnbiggs.com.au/wpcontent/uploads/2016/09/SOUTHERN-FRANCE-BY-RIVER-BOAT.pdf ). We were impressed
by the cruise and Scenic (with a minor exception) so we decided to go Scenic again to go
down the Rhine from Amsterdam to Basle on oen of the long flat boats.
This cruise was also good but whereas on the first cruise the waters were too high from
recent flooding: the boat couldn’t go under the bridges and so the boat became a hotel, and
out touring was by bus to the destinations in Burgundy. This time we had the opposite
problem. After 4 months of drought the waters in the Rhine were very low, but the captains’
greeting prevailed: “May you never be less than a hand width”: the hand width being that
between the keel and the bottom of the river _- we very nearly got less than that but our
captain knew a thing and we made it with some sighs of relief from senior crew that we
learned about after all was safe. The caption of another long boat (another company) was
not so skillful: he tried to turn right round in a narrow shallow mart of the river and was
stuck on a sandbank for several hours. Still, could happen to anyone our cruise director
gallantly said.
Apart from that the cruise unrolled with no dramas.
The Scenic Crystal is an enormous barge that would be our travelling home for the next 2
weeks taking us to 6 different countries.

Amsterdam
After checking in at the boat, we had only a few
hours before sailing so we wandered the waterfront
of Amsterdam. A dull afternoon but some impressive
buildings. Our next destination is just over the birder
in Belgium so a brief explanation of the complicated
countries of Belgium and Netherlands. First we learn
that Holland and the Netherlands are not the same.
The Netherlands is a kingdom embracing two

provinces of Holland, North and South, leaving a lot of country that is Netherlands but not
Holland, but all the 17 million people in 12 provinces speak Dutch under the one Parliament.
Amsterdam is the capital but the government seat is in The Hague.
They also speak Dutch in Belgium but they called it Flemish. But the Belgians also speak
French in Walloon Belgium in the south. The Walloon as French speakers see themselves as
more important than the Dutch speaking Flemish, according to a Flemish guide. More of all
that as we go.
Brugge
Our first major stop was in the best preserved medieval city in Europe, Bruges or Brugge
depend on whether you are a Walloon or Flemish. Bruges is now in Belgium after Dutch and
French owner ship over the centuries.
Belgium came about in 1830, very recently in the scheme of things
previously being variously part of neighbouring countries. After the
defeat of Napoleon the several European countries Great Britain
and France in particular agreed on an independent Belgium, Britain
guaranteeing neutrality (which indeed was the cause of Britain
joining in WW1). The now Belgians wanted to unite under a
monarchy but there was no royal family. A German princeling was
visiting and they asked him to become king, which making sure the
terms were suitable he did, as Leopold the First. He was a
protestant and forward looking and encouraged the
industrialisation of Belgium He died in 1865 and was succeeded by his son Leopold 2, who
turned out to be a thoroughly nasty piece pf work, raping the Belgian colony in the Congo
Belgium was devastated by WW1 and indeed again in WW2. Todays it is very prosperous,
the tension between French and Flemish speaking much less than before. Present
population is 11 million
Apart from its beautiful buildings Bruges is noted for its chocolate and lace, and its famous
bell tower which I cursed back in 1984 when I visited for a few days and stayed at the der
Klokke, for the carillon rang out every quarter hour until midnight and then started up at 6
a.m.
Veere Delta Project
Zealand is a district in the Netherlands which is an hour
from Rotterdam and Antwerp but is very rural and pretty.
The small town of Veere is on the edge of a Lake Veere,
but only recently a lake. Zealand typifies the problem of
the lowlands. In 1953, strong winds from the sea, an
unusually high tide broke open the dykes flooding the

lowlands, killing all cattle and ruining houses with 1,835 people killed.
Veere was especially hard hit and so a dam polder was built across high enough to prvent
further encroaches from the sea. The problem went further northwards up the coast and so
a 8km dam was built. The trouble with that was that it sealed off a saltwater lake that went
stagnant, threatening all important mussels, it
sealed off land birds needed to on the
migration from Europe to Africa, and people
were very angry. So they devised a typical
Dutch solution – very proud of this they are –
and designed a series of gates over the 8 km
654 of the. They are usually kept open so the
tides flush out the once stagnant lake the birds
were happy the oysters and mussels not so
happy but the fishermen were. It was finished in 1981 at a cost of $4 billion. Since then the
seas have threatening enough to close the gate 27 times. and the gates have been closed
Arnhem 15 Sept
The tour at Arnhem was a visit to the Folk Village. As we settled in the bus, the attractive
guide introduced herself: “My name is Merrilee and the driver is Randy” The roar of
laughter that followed left the poor girl quite disconcerted. On the way we passed through
the city of Arnhem which had been almost totally destroyed by both German and Allied
bombing and shelling. In Operation Market Garden in September 1944 the British 1st
Airborne Division, and the Polish 1st Independent Parachute Brigade were given the task of
securing the bridge at Arnhem, but two major errors led to failure. The British ignored
warnings by the Dutch Resistance that German 9th and 10th SS Panzer Divisions had been
stationed in and around the city, and the bulk of the force was dropped too far from the
bridge. Only a few of the British paratroopers managed to make it to the bridge and they
ran out of ammunition and were captured on 21 September: a full withdrawal of the
remaining forces was made a few days later. The story is told in the 1977 movie A Bridge
Too Far. A year later the US recaptured Arnhem. The current bridge is the third almostidentical bridge built at the same spot. The Dutch Army destroyed the first bridge when
the German Army invaded
in 1940. The second bridge was
destroyed by the United States Army Air Forces shortly after the
1944 battle.
After that harrowing bit we pass Audrey Hepburn’s grandfather’s
house, which she visited annually and adored the place. Born
near Brussels, she spent her childhood between Belgium, England,
and the Netherlands. She worked with the underground during the
war: her slim figure may well be due to severe malnourishment in

adolescence. She studied ballet in Amsterdam before moving to London in 1948. The film
Gigi was her stepping stone to fame.
The rest of the afternoon is spent in the Folk Museum
There are old rural crafts, examples of housing for both
rich and poor, a dairy, a working farn with its windmills
of course, a brewery (but the beer we sampled was too
thick and heavy). An exRotterdam tram took us around
the circuit.
Maastricht
Maastricht developed from a Roman settlement to a Medieval religious centre. In the 16th
century it became a garrison town and in the 19th century an early industrial city. Today,
the town is a thriving cultural and regional hub.
The Maastricht Treaty was signed on 7 February
1992 by the members of the European Community,
then comprising the Inner Six: Belgium, France, Italy,
Luxembourg, the Netherlands, and West Germany
who agreed to adopt the common currency the
euro. The EC then became the European Economic
Community, ostensible as an economic not a
political entity. It is of course both and to date
comprises 28 countries in what is now called the European Union. One of the reasons for
the original Economic Community was to lessen the risk of wars between European
countries – a sad occurrence for centuries. Well, in 70 years there have been no wars
between EC members.
Britain has increasingly complained of its heavy bureaucracy (true) and its heavy cost (false):
add in a dash of racism and anti-immigration and Brexit resulted. As to bureaucracy, the EU
comprises the European Parliament, the European Council, the Council of the European
Union, the European Commission, the Court of Justice of the European Union, the European
Central Bank and the European Court of Auditors spread between three major capitals:
Brussels, Luxembourg and Frankfurt, with armies of bureaucrats in each, many of whom
have to travel from capital to capital as business demands. As to cost, Germany with the
same population and style of economy as the UK pays 200% more in dues to the EU than
does the UK. The eccentric Boris Johnson, strongly proBrexit, bolstered his case with saying that
if Britain remained children wouldn’t be able to fly kites on Sundays. When asked in the
European Parliament where he got that from, he said “I just made that up”. I found the guide who
explained all this was pro EU but restructured ore simply..
On the boat we met a strongly proBrexit English couple who argued restructuring or no, the cost
and bureaucracy was intolerable for Britain, the absence of war was a coincidence, and as for

Boris Johnson, well that’s just Boris. As Mayor of London he did a great job. I found myself
agreeing more with the guide on this one
Maastricht is famous for its old buildings, pastries fruit
tarts especially and its University which uses problembased learning in its teaching. The town is built vera
river which even provides waterpower for the bakeries
and the fine products of bread, cakes and pastries. The
town centre is only a stepo away from the river We walk
the town, cross the river beside which are crowded
cafes where all those cakes pastries and breads are
being enthusiastically consumed.

Xanten
Xanten has the honour of being the only town in Germany beginning with X. It was a town
on the Rhine (then – it isn’t any more as the Rhine has been restructure). It was founded by
the Romans to keep the Germanic tribes at bay. They built the
town around the four essentials: an amphitheatre, where local
bears were used as it was too far from Africa to import lions,
and a statue of Trajan; a temple to Jupiter and other gods,
Roman baths, and the market place. Not much remains except
part of an aqueduct. Later during the Roman occupation
around 300 AD two Christian youths were in the Roman army
and were required to pledge loyalty to the Roman gods. They
said no, but we’re happy to pledge loyalty to their own
Christian God. Not good enough: they were slaughtered. The
two boys were canonised and called holy, sanctus; the S
became an X hence Xanten St Victor’s Cathedral (By Xantener,
CC BY-SA 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=181440) was built on the
spot where they were killed, using the stone the Romans had brought
from 100 kms.
Many local structures were built of that Roman stone. In some sort of
divine justice the result is that the splendid roman town is now levelled
to the ground and that stone used for the buildings in much of the
town. Only recently a phony amphitheatre was built sometime last
century and so the town is a sort of Disneyland. The town Xanten is
very pretty and stylish, with St Victor’s Cathedral appropriately
dominating.
Koblenz
At Koblenz the Mosel joins the Rhine, which is where the name comes from. The Romans
called the place Confluentia meaning confluence, which somehow transformed into the

German name Koblenz. At the confluence,
Neuendorf is at one corner, and opposite
across the Mosel is the German
Corner dominated by the statue of Kaiser
Wilhelm I, the first emperor of the freshly
united Germany in 1871. Prior to that
Germany was subdivided into principalities
not helped by Louis IV who destroyed
much of medieval Germany including old
Koblenz. The German corner is very much
a statement of the foundation of the German Empire and the German refusal of any French
claims to the area.
0020Koblenz is a pleasant city, while I went on a winery tour, Catherine saw much more of

the town, taking several photos of the CBD containing some very fine buildings. I got back
from the winery tour, see below, to take the cable car crossing the Rhine and connecting the
hilltop Ehrenbreitstein Fortress, which hosts
museums and cultural events.
At a small winery down the Mosel the proprietor
took us on a tour of the winery and served a dry,
medium dry and sweet Riesling. The dry was good
but the rest were disappointing, and this was the
Mosel with supposedly the best Rieslings in the
world. Maybe it was the company: Catherine didn’t come and I was stuck with two
garrulous couples comparing one upping notes on where they had been.
Cochum
Leaving the Rhine we cruise down the much lovelier Mosel, first stop Cochum an old Roman
town. Today pop 2,000 but 2 million in season – we were at the end of the season so it was
not too crowded. The first thing you see is the church and the Reichsbgurg castle, originally
a King’s palace in 11th century but he
couldn’t pay for it so the Church took
over for the next 5 centuries.
Meantime it was vulnerable and lay in
ruins until Louis Revene a Berlin
businessman bought it for $500
dollars and restored it for $20 million.
The Nazi grabbed it during WW2 and
then was bought by Town for $2 million. It is now beautifully kept.

The town is beautiful with many restaurants and wine shops. Floods can occur as this wall
marker witnesses – over 6 metres in 1990. We went
through this cake shop and ordered coffee. The deal
is you seat yourself a waitress appears you order and
pay on the spot: very efficient. We studied other
customers, unsurprisingly with all those cakes they
were fat, the men walking with the stomachs held
high and proudly, waxed moustaches.
Bernkastel
Next day was for those into a cycling a massed bike ride from Traben-Trarbach to
Bernkastel, a flat 29 km on electric bikes – beside the Mosel, through villages and forests.
On the way I saw our boat reversing, and travelling to Bernkastel backwards. This was so it
didn’t have to turn when leaving Bernkastel.
Another ship didn’t take that precaution and was
stranded on a sandbank.
Our captain told us that they were very worried
and might have to bus us to the next destination,
because the water was so low. When captains
meet they say: “I wish you a hand’s width” that is
the amount of water between the keel and the river bottom. Our captain had wide hands
and we made it, but with some juddering as the propeller churned too near the bottom.
Down the Rhine to Rudesheim
Translation of the name Lorelei would be: "murmur rock" or "murmuring rock" because the
waters created a murmuring sound, echoed by the rock In 1824, Heinrich
Heine seized poems, "Die Lorelei" describes the female as a siren sitting
on the cliff above the Rhine singing and combing her golden hair,
distracting sailors causing them to crash on the rocks.
The "Mouse Tower" is named because Bishop Hatto II who used the
tower as a platform for archers demanding tribute from passing ships.
During a famine in 974 the poor had run out of food, but Hatto,
having all the grain stored up in his barns, and sold it at such high
prices that most could not afford it. Then he promised to feed
them. He sent them to an mpty barn and wait for him to come
with food. When he arrived, he ordered the barn's doors locked,
then set the barn on fire and burned the peasants to death,
laughing and saying "Hear the mice squeak!" When Hatto
returned to his castle, he was immediately besieged by an army

of mice. He fled across the river to his tower, hoping that the mice could not swim. But
thousands could, they ate through the tower's doors and crawled up to the top floor, where
they found Hatto and ate him alive. On either side of the Rhine there are the famous castles,
or what’s still left of them.
Rudesheim is a very pleasant town famous mainly for its music machine museum, mostly
early 20th century and 19th hurdy-gurdies but an 18th century rather racist mechanical
orchestra is there. All are in full throated order.
Luxembourg
We detoured by bus – but not because of the water depth – to the Grand Duchy (population
nearly 600,000 of which 229,000 are foreigners) and the city of
Luxembourg (pop. Nearly 120,000). All speak French officially, also
German, and a local language that is a bit of each. The population
average income is $100,000 pa, one of the richest in the EU: banking
(150 banks there), steel and HQ for many offices of the EU explains
why. An angel of peace dominates the city square.
The city is ancient, built on a spectacular site on the deep gorge where
the Petrusse and Alzette rivers meet, an ideal defense sitation which is
why the Romans settled there. The repeated invasions by Germany,
especially in World War II, resulted in the country's strong will for
mediation between France and Germany and, among other things, led
to the foundation of the European Union. Robert Schuman (not the …) born in Luxembourg
was French PM and with Belgium Italy W. Germany Luxembourg and and Netherlands
negotiated on March 25, 1957, sign a treaty in Rome establishing the European Economic
Community (EEC), also known as the Common Market. It was intended as a partly as
commercial venture and partly to prevent war between
members. There always was a political component which
became strong as it expanded and renamed the EC and now the
EU. Britain joined in 1970 largely because it was in economic
decline. Now it is leaving for many reasons including the fact
that the bureaucracy is now huge, with the 751 strong
Parliament meets 3 times a year in different capitals
Bureaucrats also widely travel in very plush buildings. The Brits
objected to the dues paid to the EU but Germany with a similar
size and economy pays 200 per cent more than the UK.
Whatever the rights or wrongs, the fact is that there has been a
war between members for 75 years so it has worked at least in
that since.
Luxemburg

has

a

standing

army,

current

strength

approximately 450 professional soldiers—340 enlisted recruits and 100 civilians—with a
total budget of $369 million, or 0.9% of GDP. Not much practical use although they can
change the guard most efficiently.
On the way bask we detoured to a viewpoint overlooking the Middle Rhine and a very
famous wine region in the Pfalz region is Piesport. Well overlooking but not seeing much
because of the mist and rain. I
grabbed this off the internet to show
what is should have looked like from
a slightly different angle. Piesport's
perilously steep northern bank, with
its pure southerly aspect, is the
origin of some of the Mosel's
finest Rieslings, particularly from the
two
sites
deemed Erste
Lage ('premier cru') – Goldtropfchen and Schubertslay. But a vast quantity of ordinary wine,
often from inferior varieties such as Muller-Thurgau and Elbling is allowed to be prefixed
with the Piesporter name.
Heidelburg
Heidelburg university was founded in 1386 and Germany’s oldest. Castle started in 1400 .its
heyday was when Elector Palatine Frederick 5 came to th throne he married Elizabeth Start
daughter of James 1 of England became king of Bohemia.
The came troubled times caught the up in the 30 year war
1618-48, Fredrick deposed in 1620 and the city later
ransacked by the armies of Louis 14. Castle struck by
lightning in 1764.
Some parts are still in good shape, and from the
Philophers Walk we see the bridge over the River Neckar.
The Castle courtyard contains a pharmaceutical museum and the major building contains
the Great Tun, built by Prince Elector Carl Theodor of Heidelberg in 1751, and can hold
220,000 litres. Crafted from 130 oak trees the barrel is 7m high and
8.5m wide. Stairs lead up both sides to the small balustraded dance
floor on top. The wine was pumped upstairs, to the King’s Hall, so
the servants weren’t run off their feet fetching the 2000 litres
reputedly consumed by the palace a day. Children had to clamber
through the tiny trap door to clean inside the barrel. They were
tethered so a guard who could pull them out when they collapsed
through lack of oxygen. A statue of dwarf Perkeo, court jester and
Keeper of the Tun, guards it. Quite right too: Perkeo’s name means
“why not?”, his standard reply when asked if he’d like another

drink. When he became ill he was told to cut down on wine and drink water instead. He died
the next day. The message is clear: drinking water is dangerous.
Students who attended the university were usually very rich and had a strong sense of
honour, which when impugned meant they fought duels. A scar on the face was seen as a
great source of prestige. Being rich and spoilt they frequently broke university regulations
usually for being drunk and disorderly and staying out too late.
They were imprisoned in the students’ prison karzer but
instead of being checked by prison warders they were rich
enough to hire them as their servants, and would bring them all
sorts of luxuries in prison,
The Church of the Holy Spirit in the Market Square was built in
several stages. The current church was built on the foundations
after the church was destroyed by the French in the 17th
century. In its histry the church has been used by both Catholics
and Protestants, even simultaneously. Starting in 1706, a
partition was inserted so that both congregations could hold
their services without any mutual disturbance. It didn’t work.
Both sides would cross over the barrier and beat the other side up. In 1936 the separating
wall was removed and the church is now exclusively Protestant.
We cross the bridge to the other side of the Neckar and stroll the streets with the broken
castle up on the hill doing its best to keep the city safe.
Strasbourg
From 340 AD to 13th century the city was ruled by the bishops of Strasbourg, but in 1262,
the citizens of violently rebelled against the bishops and Strasbourg became a free imperial
city. After the conquest of Alsace by the armies of Louis XIV in 1681, it became a French city
In 1871, after the Franco-Prussian War, the city became German again, until the end
of World War I), when it reverted to France. After the defeat of France in 1940, Strasbourg
came under German control again; since the end of 1944, it is again a French town. In 2016,
Strasbourg was promoted from capital of Alsace to capital
of Grand Est. Current population heading towards
300,000. Strasbourg's historic city centre, the Grande
Île (Grand Island), was classified a World Heritage
site by UNESCO in 1988, the first time such an honour was
placed on an entire city centre.
Strasbourg is the seat of over twenty international
institutions, most famously of the Council of Europe and
of the European Parliament, of which it is the official seat. Strasbourg is the legislative and

democratic capital of the European Union, with Brussels the executive and administrative
capital and Luxembourg the judiciary and financial capital.
Alsace, tossed between France and Germany, has unique wines and cuisine as a product of
that game of national ping pong. We only had a morning to visit. We walked the picturesque
district called Petit France following its canals. We passed a school that had a distinct look of
child detention centre. The Église Saint-Thomas has
a Silbermann
organ
on
which Wolfgang
Amadeus
Mozart and Albert Schweitzer played We endied up in the

Cathedral Square which dominates the skyline. At 142 metres
(466 feet), it was the world's tallest building from 1647 to 1874
(227 years), when it was surpassed by St. Nikolai's Church,
Hamburg. Today it is the sixth-tallest church in the world and
the highest extant structure built entirely in the Middle Ages. It
has a astronomical clock the angel column and a beautiful
interior. Considerable parts of it are still in Romanesque
architecture, additions nd rebuilding in the 214 th century
makes it one of the finest examples of high, or late, Gothic
architecture. Described by Victor Hugo as a "gigantic and
delicate marvel",[6] and by Goethe as a "sublimely towering,
wide-spreading tree of God"
As for the wine and cuisine of Alsace we tasted little. I had a glass of the specialty wine
gewürztraminer, pleasant but sweetish. Rushing back to the ship I popped into a bottle shop
and bought an expensive bottle. To see if it is better than Bream Creek Gewurts.
Black Forest
The Black Forest is so called because of the dark
evergreens of fir and conifer trees, which clothe
some steep mountains. We take a cable car
(well hidden by trees and do not cross t hings
like organ Pipes) to the summit f one and then
walk down through rolling hills and lush
meadows, where fat cows look very happy. We
come to a pretty village where we are given a
slice of genuine Black Forest Cake, which was
just like our imitation black forest cake I thought.
Breisach
This is our last stop on the Rhine before Switzerland. It is built on a steep rock which was a
fortification an area where France and Germany fought bitterly. On top the splendid minster

church of St George, with a marvellous view. In the yard is a strange statue of a bull with a
naked headless lady standing on it.
From there we continue down the Rhine to Basle, where we disembark
at Basle. Unfortunately we have no time to gaze at the beauties
Switzerland has to offer and board a bus that whizzes to Zurich Airport
and home. But at least we cross the Alps when the weather is
beautifully clear.

